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Maritime Radio Channels Changed!
New Zealand has been required to change some maritime
VHF repeater channels to make space for newly allocated
international services for ship tracking and data services.
New Zealand has moved a few private VHF repeater services,
most Coastguard VHF repeater services, and all NowCasting
weather services to accommodate these changes. The
frequency changes took place on 1 October 2016 to ensure
New Zealand is ready for the changes that come into force
internationally on 01/01/17.

Next Club Meeting
Tuesday 13 December
The next club meeting will be held at The After Hours Hanger
on Orchard Road from 7:30pm on Tuesday 13 December.
January Club Meeting
Please be advised that there will be no club meeting in
January.
November Committee Meeting Summary
You can read the minutes from the most recent committee
meeting attached to this email.
Christmas Stocking Fillers
Why not support the diving community with these great
stocking fillers this Christmas! Available for purchase at the
next meeting!
•
Radio Operator Books
•
Dive Gear Hangers
•
Club Clothing

Channel 16 used for safety, distress and calling purposes has
not changed. The biggest change you will notice is the new 4digit maritime channels for the Coastguard and NowCasting
weather service. These 4-digit channel numbers were
allocated internationally to new maritime channels. New
Zealand has used some of these new 4-digit maritime
channels for the Coastguard and privately provided
NowCasting weather services. You can still listen to the
weather channels on your current VHF simply by dropping
the first two digits and using the last two digits of the 4-digit
channel number. For example, in the Waitemata Harbour
where the new weather channel number is 2019, is now 19.

MPI works with Kaikōura community to support the
rebuilding of earthquake affected fisheries
The seabed was lifted several metres out of the water in the
wider Kaikōura area after the quake, leaving some previously
submerged pāua and rock lobster fisheries habitats exposed
and MPI are working closely with the Kaikōura community to
support the rebuilding of fisheries that have been impacted
MPI’s Director of Fisheries, Dave Turner, says "We are
working hard to get an estimate of the scale of the impact and
level of mortality of pāua, in particular. That includes working
closely with the pāua and rock lobster industries and fishery
stakeholders, such as the Kaikōura Guardians, to determine
the best way to relocate stranded paua.”
Fishery officers uncover hundreds of illegally taken pāua
Three groups of recreational divers face prosecution after
being nabbed with a total of almost 400 illegally caught pāua
in the Wellington region over the weekend.
The divers were caught as the Ministry for Primary Industries
marked the start of its summer patrols.
Ministry for Primary Industries District Compliance Manager,
Mike Green, says it was a disappointing start to the
programme.
"More than 40 fishery officers and honorary fishery officers
conducted both land and vessel patrols targeting recreational
fishers in Wellington, Kapiti and Wairarapa over the weekend.
"We are also conducting a range of assessments to determine
the level of impact this has had and liaising closely with the
local community to ensure they are well supported."

"We inspected and boarded more than 30 recreational vessels
and spoke to more than 200 people.
"As a result, 3 separate groups of divers will be prosecuted
for excess and undersized pāua and excess mussels.

Mr Turner says meetings will be held over the next few days
with community representatives, relevant stakeholders and
tangata whenua to decide the best options to protect
remaining paua in the area.

"One of the groups had in excess of 290 pāua. The vehicle
and dive gear used in the alleged offending were seized.

He says that may include closing some areas to fishing in the
short term. "Another very important aspect of this is ensuring
people do not eat contaminated pāua or rock lobster.

"We’re very disappointed with what we discovered. Our
message is very clear: if you break the law, you’ll face the
consequences.

"There are significant food safety issues involved here.
Reports indicate that most of the pāua have died and are
rotting. Our message is: alive or dead, pāua found out of the
water should not be eaten. This is absolutely critical. This
applies to all shellfish found outside of the water to ensure we
have the best chance of preventing foodborne illnesses.

"The rules around catch and size limits for pāua and shellfish
are clear. People who insist on taking excess and under-sized
pāua are depleting stocks for future generations.

"We would like to reiterate the need for people to be aware of
the changeable nature of the environment. People shouldn’t
be putting themselves at risk to save marine life or to harvest
food."

"Others received infringements and/or warning notices.

"Some of the people we caught were experienced divers who
know the rules but chose to flout them. There’s no excuse for
that. We will be out and about patrolling all summer so if
you’re contemplating taking more than your fair share and
taking under-sized shellfish, be warned."

Debris to be dumped in ocean to fast-track Kaikoura road
repairs
Debris from landslides blocking the South Island's main
highway is to be dumped into the ocean to fast-track Kaikoura
road repairs.
State Highway 1 was crippled by the 7.8 magnitude
earthquake, which brought down thousands of tonnes of
debris, cutting off Kaikoura and posing a massive challenge
to road workers.
Because of the number and scale of the slips, removing debris
from the sites would be difficult and with time of the
essence the Government has moved to speed things up.
Three pieces of legislation were being presented to Parliament
this week, including the Hurunui/Kaikoura Earthquakes
Recovery (Emergency Relief) Bill 2016.
Acting Civil Defence Minister Gerry Brownlee said on
Tuesday the bill would extend the timeframe for which
someone could give notice or apply for retrospective consent
for emergency works under the Resource Management Act
(RMA).
"The bill also proposes a number of legislative changes to
allow for the restoration of Kaikoura harbours," he said.
"It's essential that access from the sea is restored so dredging,
and other necessary work, will become controlled activities
under the Regional Coastal Plan."

Kaikoura Mayor Winston Gray said he was pleased the
Government was pushing through the legislation, as it would
help clear the roads and restore access to the stranded town.
"It means we can get on to that without carting the material
off, it would take months, absolute months and months,
particularly to the north," he told TVNZ.
"We treasure our environment, we lead the charge on
environmental issues, but, you know, there are exceptional
circumstances so we need to act and get things fixed up, so
we can get on with life really."
The Green Party had expressed concerns about where the
material would be dumped, with co-leader James Shaw telling
TVNZ it was not about the lowest cost option.
"We are concerned about dumping rubble in the ocean, but it's
a matter of choosing the best location for that, not necessarily
the lowest cost option."
Kaikoura MP Stuart Smith said the location where debris was
dumped would have to be chosen carefully, as it could disrupt
marine life in the tidal zone, but stressed the need for urgency.
"The purpose of the legislation is not to disrupt the
environment, it's to short-circuit the normal [Resource
Management Act] process of notifications which take a lot of
time," he said.
"If you do that it'll take us forever to get on to the roads, in six
months time we'll still be talking about getting ready to start
the process."

